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While studying the optial variability of ROSAT X-ray soures, Robb et al. (2002)found MW UMa (= GSC 4153-0634 = RXJ 114302+603435) to be a detahed elipsingbinary of period 1.2347 days. They presented eight CCD times of minima, photometry,a light urve in RC (Cousins), and a lassi�ation spetrum. The spetrum and thephotometry yielded approximate spetral types of F6V +F9V. The full light urves in V ,RC, and IC were kindly forwarded to the author.During April of 2006, the author took �ve high resolution (10 �A/mm reiproal dis-persion) spetra at the Dominion Astrophysial Observatory (DAO) in Vitoria, BritishColumbia, Canada; he then used the Ruinski broadening funtions (Ruinski, 2004) toobtain radial veloity (RV) urves (see Nelson, et al., 2006a for details). The spetral rangewas 5004-5267 �A and the reiproal dispersion, 10 �A/mm. A log of DAO observationsand RV results is presented in Table 1.Table 1:DAO Mid Time Exposure Phase at V1 V2Image # (HJD-2400000) (se) Mid-exp (km/s) (km/s)3697 53847.9490 1422 0.778 122.2 -138.43720 53848.9623 3600 0.599 71.5 -84.53729 53849.7431 3600 0.231 -124.1 134.53731 53849.7853 3600 0.266 -122.9 138.03736 53849.8639 3600 0.329 -107.4 123.1The following elements were used for phasing throughout (see Nelson, 2006b for theO-C relation): JDHelMin I = 52402:3277(1) + 1:23475(80)EThe author used the 2004 version of the Wilson-Devinney (WD) light urve and radialveloity analysis program with the Kuruz atmospheres (Wilson and Devinney, 1971,Wilson, 1990, Kallrath, et al., 1998) as implemented in the Windows software WDwint(Nelson, 2005) to analyze the data. To get started, a spetral type F6V mentioned aboveand a temperature T1 = 6514 � 240K were used; interpolated tables from Cox (2000)
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whih gave log g = 4:368 were used; an interpolation program by Terrell (1994) gavethe (van Hamme, 1993) limb darkening values; and �nally, a logarithmi (LD=2) lawfor the extintion oeÆients was seleted, appropriate for ooler stars (Bessell, 1979).Convetive envelopes were hosen for both stars. (Radiative envelopes were later tried asa hek but gave a poorer �t.)Mode 2 (for detahed stars) was hosen based on the general appearane of the lighturves. Mindful that, for detahed systems, stellar size is not well onstrained by the lighturves (Terrell, 2009), the author determined the ux ratio based on the areas under the(well-de�ned) peaks in the Ruinski broadening funtion (see Fig. 1). This is justi�ed(Ruinski, 2008) beause the Ruinski broadening funtions (Ruinski, 2004) are linear.Values were taken for all the spetra; a mean value of Flux2/Flux1 = 0:690 � 0:003(sd of mean) was obtained. (Note that this was for a wavelength band entred at 5136Angstroms; it was taken to represent the V band, the losest available band.)

Figure 1. A Ruinski broadening funtion for MW UMa, image #3697.
During modelling, onvergene was attained through the method of adjusting sets ofunorrelated parameters (�xed parameters are given in Table 2). In partiular, the massratio q = M2=M1 was held �xed beause this value (0:886 � 0:003) was well determinedfrom the RV urves; in ontrast, it is not well onstrained from the photometri data.Various starting values of 
1 were used and the DC proedure followed through to a bestsolution. The resultant ux ratios = L2=L1 were then found and ompared to the requiredvalue of 0.690. In this way, the optimal value for 
1 was found and a onsistent solutionfound.To investigate the situation further, the author made use of a ontour-plotting routinein WDwint in whih the best model served as the starting point, after whih the programvaried two parameters { in this ase, 
1 and 
2 (the surfae potentials of stars 1 and2, resp.) { over a matrix of 100 preset values. For eah value of these two parameters,it searhed for a best �t varying other seleted parameters (in this ase, L1, T2, andinlination i) over two iterations or loops (eah loop varying one parameter, making theorretion, then on to the next parameter, then on to the third). Mass ratio, q, was kept�xed, as mentioned above. A long 'rift valley' in 
1{
2 spae resulted, in whih low valuesof the sum of residuals (�!2res ) nearly equaled that of the best solution all the way alongthe trough. (See Fig. 2.) This result undersored the need for independent ux ratiodeterminations obtained from the spetra, else the solution would be truly indeterminate.The lines of onstant ux ratio (not shown) are lines of positive slope; the one for therequired value neatly interseted the imaginary line along the trough for the best (spotted)solution (marked by a ross).The author then ran a set of runs using the square root law (LD = 3), interating with
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the above ontour plot to get 
2 as a funtion of 
1. The best solution yielded a sumof the residues indistinguishable from the solution with LD = 2; further, there was nosigni�ant hange in any of the output values.

Runs with non-zero eentriity were attempted, but with the formal errors lose to the�nal value of 0.001, irular orbits were adopted. Two separate runs were made: Model0: no spots, and Model 1: spots of star 1. The �nal results for both models are given inTable 4. It may be seen that Model 1 (spots on star 1) gives a signi�antly lower residualthan the unspotted model and a muh better �t visually; hene it is adopted (but theunspotted results given for omparison). Note that the quoted errors are formal errorsprodued by the WD program; atual errors may be larger. Also the quoted error in T2is relative to T1 { that is, it is the error in (T2 � T1). The absolute error in T1 is muhlarger, orresponding to half one spetral sub-lass (so obviously, the absolute error in T2will be of the same order). Third light was tested for, but no signi�ant di�erenes fromzero were found.
The fundamental parameters, using the results from Model 1 are given in Table 3.Also, the interstellar oeÆient, AV = 0:19� 0:09 was taken from Robb, et al. (2002) toyield an estimate of the distane.

Figure 2. A ontour plot of �!2res plotting 
1 versus 
1.
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Table 2:Quantity Value ErrorStar 1 Star 2g 0.320 0.320 [�xed℄A 0.500 0.500 [�xed℄x (bol) 0.639 0.644 [�xed℄y (bol) 0.241 0.225 [�xed℄x (V ) 0.710 0.741 [�xed℄y (V ) 0.275 0.257 [�xed℄x (RC) 0.637 0.669 [�xed℄y (RC) 0.285 0.271 [�xed℄x (IC) 0.553 0.585 [�xed℄y (IC) 0.276 0.264 [�xed℄Table 3:Fundamental Star 1 Star 1 Star 1 Star 2 Star 2 Star 2Quantity Tabular WD error Tabular WD ErrorSp. Type F6 V { { F9 V { {Mass (M0) 1.32 1.28 0.10 1.11 1.14 0.09Radius (R0) 1.26 1.23 0.01 1.14 1.18 0.01log g (gs) 4.36 4.36 0.004 4.37 4.35 0.004Luminosity (L0) 2.56 2.47 0.36 1.60 1.75 0.25Distane (p) { 159 11 { { {Table 4:Quantity. Model 0 Model 1 Error Quantity. Model 0 Model 1 Error{ (no spot) (spot on 2) { { (no spot) (spot on 2) {T1 (K) 6514 6514 130 L2=L1 (V ) 0.670 0.690 -T2 (K) 6026 6112 22 a (solar radii) 6.48 6.49 0.008
1 6.27 6.17 0.02 V (km/s) -0.7 -0.7 0.3
1 5.89 5.95 0.02 r1 (pole) 0.185 0.189 0.001q =M2=M1 0.886 0.886 0.005 r1 (point) 0.188 0.192 0.001i (deg) 82.90 82.78 0.05 r1 (side) 0.186 0.190 0.001Spot Lat (deg) na 90 30 r1 (bak) 0.188 0.191 0.001Spot Lng (deg) na 185 2 r2 (pole) 0.183 0.180 0.001Spot Rad. (deg) na 74 5 r2 (point) 0.186 0.184 0.001Spot Temp fa na 0.992 0.004 r2 (side) 0.186 0.182 0.001L1=(L1 + L2) (V ) 0.592 0.592 0.002 r2 (bak) 0.186 0.183 0.001L1=(L1 + L2) (R) 0.578 0.581 0.002 �!2res 0.02140 0.01832 {L1=(L1 + L2) (I) 0.567 0.571 0.002The resultant V light urves are displayed in Figs. 3 and 4 together with the residuals,and the radial veloity urves, in Fig. 5. A 3-dimensional representation from BinaryMaker 3 (Bradstreet, 1993) is displayed in Fig. 6. Fits for all olours are found in theon-line version in Figs. 7-8.The validity of spots resulting from WD analysis is, in the opinion of the author,tenuous. Spots are added beause they yield signi�ant improvements to the �t (ashappened here). One needs to use are, however, as the unrestrained addition of spotsan, in priniple, �t anything!
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Figure 3. Photometri Data and WD Output (V , top panel), residual (bottom panel) { Model 0 (nospot)

Figure 4. Photometri Data and WD Output (V , top panel), residual (bottom panel) { Model 1 (withspot)
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Figure 5. Radial Veloity Data and WD Output

Figure 6. Binary Maker depition of the system at phases 0.75 and 0.97 respetively
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In onlusion, MW UMa is a detahed binary with temperatures of about 6500 and6100 K, and luminosities of about 2.6 and 2.5 solar units respetively. Referene to theevolutionary traks of Shaller et al. (1992) for Y = 0.300 and z = 0.020 reveals that bothstars are unevolved from the main sequene.Aknowledgements. It is a pleasure to thank Russ Robb, at the University of Vitoria,for suggesting this star and for providing the photometri data. It is also a pleasure tothank the sta� members at the DAO (espeially Dmitry Monin and Les Saddlemyer) fortheir usual splendid help and assistane. Thanks are also due to an anonymous refereefor pointing out problems with the original paper, and to Dirk Terrell for his advie inthe modelling proess and for reviewing the �nal manusript.
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